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Two Technologies, One Goal
Every time a web page goes beyond being static – to interactive maps,
animated graphics, and dynamic video – JavaScript is likely under the hood. But
there are different frameworks and libraries for JavaScript, and this has led to
fierce debate among developers about which technology to choose.
At the top of the list of frameworks are Angular and React. Whether you’re
someone looking to decide which framework you’d prefer to learn first, a
developer choosing a framework for your next project, or a strategist choosing
the right technology for your company, everyone can benefit from more
knowledge about the topic.

“

The purpose of this paper is to provide a primer on
Angular and React, giving you the opportunity to
make an educated decision about which technology
is best for you, in the interest of creating high-end
digital experiences.
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One Important Distinction: “Framework”
vs. “Library”
For those unfamiliar with web development terminology, the distinction between a
“framework” and a “library” is crucial to understand.
Angular is a framework. It provides a structural approach to programming with
JavaScript, with heavy guidance as to how to build your website along the way.
This carries a certain rigidity to programming – it’s very structured – which can
be both a pro and a con. Angular serves as a one-stop shop to start building
interactive elements into your website, with the tooling and best practices
included within the framework, always at arm’s reach. The downside of a rigid
structure is an element of constraint: a less open-ended approach decreases your
opportunities to customize your JavaScript programming experience.
React is a library. It provides a collection of resources, programs, and packages,
with more interpretation and customization available to the developer. It is highly
flexible – in contrast to Angular, there are fewer rules and less guidance. This
comes at the cost of needing to complement React with other libraries to achieve
what Angular can achieve out of the box. However, there’s a benefit to React’s
creators not being opinionated about how to use it. React requires developers to
make decisions regarding application architecture, which also leaves more room
for error but additional room for outside-the-box creativity.
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Overview of Angular

Type:
FRO NT- EN D A PPLI CATI O N
FR A M E WO R K

OVERVIEW:
Angular is a JavaScript framework maintained by Google. Its goal is to augment browserbased applications with model-view-controller (MVC) capabilities, in an effort to make both
development and testing easier. Angular turns your templates into code that’s highly optimized
for today’s JavaScript virtual machines. This gives you all the benefits of hand-written code in
a productive framework. Note that AngularJS and Angular are actually different frameworks.
Angular 2.0 (and above) is a rewrite of the older AngularJS 1.x framework, with dramatic
changes that make it even more similar to React.

BENEFITS:
• Uses HTML to define the app’s user interface, which makes the codebase easier to learn and
contribute to
• Efficient and modular due to its dependency injection design pattern
• Decouples data from UI, allowing for quicker UI changes
• Out-of-the-box support for Typescript for type safety
• Large community: ~600 contributors, with global adoption

SITES MADE WITH ANGULAR:
Google, Wix, weather.com, healthcare.gov, Forbes, Udacity, GrubHub,
Barnes & Noble
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Overview of React

Type:
JAVAS C R IP T LIB R A RY

OVERVIEW:
React is a popular JavaScript library for building user interfaces. Its flexibility, componentization
approach, and Facebook support make it a worthy choice for developing web applications.
React uses a concept called Virtual DOM to efficiently update UI components when application
data changes. It also recommends the use of JSX, which embraces coupling render logic
and UI logic. Note that React isn’t an MVC framework, but a library for building composable
user interfaces.

BENEFITS:
• Reusable components, ease of debugging, server-side rendering
• Out-of-the-box dev tools
• Uses convenient architecture Flux (which is also available for Angular, but preferred by React
developers)
• Cutting-edge
• Large community: ~1,100 contributors, with global adoption

SITES MADE WITH REACT:
Facebook, Airbnb, Uber, Netflix, Twitter, Pinterest, Reddit, Walmart
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Comparison – Bird’s Eye View
Now that you have an overview of the different tools at a high level, here’s a more
detailed exploration of what sets them apart.
Please note that these don’t make one technology better than the other and that it’s
up to you to decide which is best for your purposes.

Attribute

Angular

React

Year of Creation

2010/2016
(AngularJS to Angular)*

2013

Company

Google

Facebook

Language

JavaScript/TypeScript/HTML

JavaScript/JSX

Github Stars

43K
Source: Github

117K
Source: Github

Github Contributors

800
Source: Github

1,272
Source: Github

*AngularJS evolved to Angular; however, it’s worth looking at them as different frameworks,
even though they share the same roots.
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Comparison – Core Features
With a high-level understanding of what sets each technology apart from the other, let’s
dive into core features. While different features are coded green to indicate superiority, we
recommend taking a holistic view of strengths and weaknesses before making your decision.

Attribute

Angular

React

*Code Churn

Reduced

High

Tooling

High

High

Code Design

JS into HTML

JavaScript Centric

JS “Fatigue”

Less

More

DOM

Shadow DOM

Virtual DOM

Source: thoughtram

Learning Curve

Medium

Low

Data Abstraction

Strong

Strong

Debugging

Good JS/HTML

Good JS, Bad HTML

Binding

2-Way/Unidirectional

Unidirectional

Templating

In HTML Files

In JSX Files

Component Model

Strong

Medium

MVC

Yes

View Layer Only

Open Source

Yes

Yes

Server-Side Rendering

Angular Universe

ReactDOMServer

*Measurement for how frequently your existing code has to be updated.
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Stats
#1: Percentage of Stack Overflow Queries
This shows how quickly React and Angular have been adopted by the
development community.

Source: Stack Overflow
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#2: Technologies by Industry
This is a good representation of which technologies are preferred by industry.

React
People & Society

Angular
52,134 websites

4,008 websites
31,014 websites

Business & Industry

Arts & Entertainment

Religion Spirituality

News & Media

Shopping

2,579 websites
27,780 websites
7,698 websites
23,433 websites
1,324 websites
14,045 websites
2,520 websites
9,941 websites
8,239 websites

Accomodation & Hotels

1,377 websites

Finance

1,471 websites

Real Estate

1,886 websites

2,122 websites
1,866 websites
2,443 websites

Sports

4,019 websites

Travel

4,176 websites

4,112 websites

4,289 websites

Source: SimilarTech
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#3: Traffic by Programming Language
A breakdown of the most-visited tags on Stack Overflow over the course of a year,
showing frameworks used along with programming technologies.
c

c#

c++

css

java

node.js

php

python

ruby-on-rails

scala

swift

typescript

reactjs
angular
vue.js
backbone.js
knockout.js
ember.js

reactjs
angular
vue.js
backbone.js
knockout.js
ember.js

reactjs
angular
vue.js
backbone.js
knockout.js
ember.js
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% of user traffic going to each framework
Source: Stack Overflow
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#4: Traffic by US City
This graph is a good representation of the spread of talent pool across the US.

% of traffic going to Angular questions
Source: Stack Overflow
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Additional Considerations
While you may choose one framework over the other for a given project, we recommend
viewing each development challenge as a clean slate. Instead of assuming that your
preferred technology is the right one for all of your projects, consider the nature of your
project and choose accordingly. This proves that there’s value in learning both.
We recommend keeping an open mind about both technologies.

Category

Maturity

Angular

React

Angular is maintained by

React is developed and

Google and used in AdWords

maintained by Facebook and

and Google Fiber

used in their own products

It’s been around for eight
years, and about two years
ago, it was rewritten

(including Instagram and
WhatsApp)
It’s been around for roughly
three and a half years

Features

Angular has more features

React has a less controlled

out-of-the-box than React,

environment – it’s more

including:

minimalistic:

+ Dependency injection

+ No dependency injection

+ Templates

+ DOES use JSX

+ Routing

+ DOES include XSS

+ Ajax requests

protection

+ XSS protection

+ DOES include utilities for

+ TypeScript support

unit-testing components
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Category

Scalability

Community and
Popularity

Angular

Easy to scale thanks to its

More testable than other

design as well as a powerful

options, but less scalable

command-line interface (CLI)

than Angular

Has a high rate of adoption

React is the most popular

However, it’s less supported
than React

Beyond the Web

React

when it comes to front-end
and full-stack communities
apps

Includes:

Includes:

+ Ionic 3

+ React Native

+ NativeScript

+ React Sketch.app
+ Next.js
+ MJML (widely compatible
email templating)

Simplicity

Harder to understand

Fairly simple to understand

Offers solid CLI (Command-

Offers solid CLI (Command-

Line Interface) tools

Line Interface) tools

Heavily reliant on RxJS, its

Reliant on traditional JS

own separate learning curve
for handling async actions
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Making Your Decision

“

Angular and React are both cutting-edge
JavaScript technologies packed with useful
capabilities for front-end development. Angular
has a structure and opinion in place. With React,
you have more freedom to get creative. Both
technologies are of the same JavaScript species.
Both are extremely high-end and will likely be
around, in various iterations, for a long time.

The decision of which front-end technology to pick is more on a spectrum than a
binary. That’s why it’s important to think holistically.
From a business standpoint, are your customer’s pain points speed or functionality?
What’s the developer talent pool availble to you? Do you need a mobile app now or in
the future?
From a technology standpoint, how frequently will you be working on the app? How
much scalability do you need? What’s your app maintenance budget?
These are just a few of the questions to consider when making your decision. We hope
this guide proves useful for evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of Angular and
React against your specific needs, and we’re here to help you find the right solution.
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